
TWINS AND GENETICS

Twin genetics depend on what kind of twins we are talking about. Having identical twins is not genetic. On the other
hand, fraternal twins can.

Thank you, , for signing up. The answer would be different if you were asking about a daughter. Are the twins
a result of assisted reproduction? More genes are likely involved. Having identical twins is not genetic.
Intrapartum death, which is more common, occurs when a baby dies while the mother is giving birth. You can
see how this example makes it appear that twins skip a generation in families. They each have a set of twins.
As such, each identical twin, as the term implies, have identical features such as hair and eye color, blood type
as well as sex. That being said, twins that share a close physical resemblance are more likely to be identical
than fraternal. Low birth weight[ edit ] It is very common for twins to be born at a low birth weight. Fraternal
twins come from two different ones. For example, a woman that has a sibling that is a fraternal twin is 2.
Pretty simple stuff so far, right? But Bruder's findings suggest a new way to study the genetic and
environmental roots of disease. Sheep were chosen because, like people, they typically give birth to a single
lamb. The increased focused communication between two twins may isolate them from the social environment
surrounding them. It all comes down to the process of egg release, or ovulation. We can compare the genes
between these different breeds to try to find the genes controlling twinning. His daughter, in turn, is then more
likely to release more than one egg when she ovulates and therefore could conceive fraternal twins. Scientists
have long used twins to study the roles of nature and nurture in human genetics and how each affects disease,
behavior , and conditions, such as obesity. This is logical, right, because it takes two eggs to make a fraternal
twin go, right? And since the alleles that predispose women to hyper ovulation can be passed down from
parent to child, fraternal twinning is said to be a familial traitâ€”or run in families. Chang and Eng Bunker ,
born in Siam now Thailand in , were the origin of the term "Siamese twins". To explain how DZ twinning can
run in families, researchers have looked for genetic factors that increase the chance of hyperovulation. If you
suspect a genetic link, you are partially right, but the link is quite complex. This results in one normal male
XY and one female with Turner syndrome 45,X. This, in and of itself, is interesting! This is why the DNA of
fraternal twins is different. The likelihood of conceiving twins is a complex trait. If your father was a twin but
you weren't, are you more likely to have twins? The genetics of twinning: from splitting eggs to breaking
paradigms. Until recently, any differences between twins had largely been attributed to environmental
influences otherwise known as "nurture" , but a recent study contradicts that belief. But scientists often like to
compare identical and fraternal twins to understand how much variation in a trait is due to environment versus
genetics. However, studies examining the contributions of specific genes have had mixed and conflicting
results. On the other hand, fraternal twins can run in families. Premature birth and low birth weights,
especially when under 3. It makes a lot of sense once we break down the biology. While men can carry the
gene and pass it on to their daughters, a family history of twins doesn't make them any more likely to have
twins themselves. A chimera may be intersex , composed of cells from a male twin and a female twin. The
resulting zygote splits into two very early in development, leading to the formation of two separate embryos. It
is a claim that is widely repeated, but only partly true. This means there is a higher chance that two eggs could
get fertilized at once, leading to fraternal twins. Which makes sense! MZ twins occur in 3 to 4 per 1, births
worldwide.


